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CTP OBJECTIVES AND INDICATORS 

 

RESULT 

 

INDICATORS 

 70,000 Typhoon Haiyan/Yolanda 

affected families have access to 

adequate food, shelter and 

other basic needs. 

  

 

 

 

80% of beneficiaries report using 

CFW/cash grants to meet their 

basic needs 

 

80% of families able to build 

temporary shelter using cash 

distributed  

Number of beneficiaries 

participating in the project by type 

(sex, age, disability) 
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PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS 
LOCATION  CTP ACTIVITIES # OF FAMILIES 

REACHED- AS 

OF 28 FEB 14 

Northern 

Cebu 

Cash for work – 1 family 

representative, P300/day, 15 days in 

total   

25,437 

Unconditional Cash Grant- targeted for 

senior citizens, pregnant and lactating 

women, PWD, P300/Day, 15 days in 

total 

11,767 

Tacloban and 

Eastern Leyte 

Cash for work  1 family representative, 

P260/day, 15 days in total  

15,400 

Eastern 

Samar 

Unconditional cash grant- P3000 once 

off payment. 

CFW recently started in E.Samar-early 

recovery 

14,765 

Total 67,369 
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MONITORING TOOLS 

• Master Beneficiary Register-Compiled by 
Oxfam and Barangay Officials 

• Record household/family data disaggregated by 
sex, age and disability 

• Targeting per family instead of Household 

Number of 
beneficiaries 

participating in the 
project by type ( sex, 

age and disability) 

• Post Distribution Monitoring  

• Up to 2 weeks after payment 

• Sample 5% of Total 

• 3 M and A officers, 6 Assistants and volunteers 
collect and capture (encode) the data 

• Data analysis per location/cluster for speed 

• Meta analysis of the data across locations now 
in progress 

80% of families able 
to build temporary 
shelter using cash 
distributed/able to 
build temporary 

shelter using cash 
distributed  
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Expenditure 

tracking (Recall 

Issues)  

Beneficiaries found it easier to recall the commodities they 

had purchased; but found it a challenge to recall the specific 

amount/proportion of their cash grant spent on each 

commodity.  Family vs household, at what level do we track 

expenditure?  

 

This was mostly the case for beneficiaries who spent money 

on food and medicals, expenditure on construction 

materials was relatively easier to track.  

Respondent 

Fatigue/Burn 

Out 

The PDM methodology was a household survey to 

randomly sampled targeted household. The tool had a total 

of 40 questions, and could be administered in about 10 

minutes.  

 

However, it appears there was generally a lot of 

surveys/FGDs going on during the emergency phase, by 

Oxfam and other agencies, and communities were 

beginning to burn out; which affected the quality of data 

collected.  

CHALLENGES - EXTERNAL 
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Effective Data 

Triangulation  

PDM data across all sites revealed that a significant 

proportion of our CTP beneficiaries were reporting to have 

saved their cash for future use. While this was an 

interesting finding, it was quite a challenge getting the 

reason behind the savings- was it that the money was not 

enough for what beneficiaries perceived to be their basic 

needs,  or was it that their basic needs were already 

covered? In a non-emergency context, the most reasonable 

to do in this case was either collect more information to 

triangulate the findings, or use secondary sources of data; 

but time and resource constraints in an emergency make 

this almost impossible.  

Respondent 

Bias 

Links to above -  questions on “do you think the money was 

enough to cover your most basic needs” were the most 

difficult. Beneficiaries generally felt indebted to Oxfam for 

the assistance, and the most common response to the 

question was “we are grateful”. Should we have phrased 

this question differently…? 

CHALLENGES - EXTERNAL 
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Marathon 

training of 

enumerators 

and pre-testing 

of tools 

Given the scale of the Oxfam program; it was obvious that 

some form of monitoring was needed to provide 

management with some sort of feedback on the program to 

inform on-going decision making places.  

 

However, program activities were moving at a much faster 

rate; which meant the monitoring activities had to move 

equally fast. 

Constant 

revision and 

adapting of the 

monitoring 

tools  

The revision of the tools was largely due to: difference in 

context and intervention across the three program areas; 

lack of adequate consultation before rolling out of the tools 

and different interpretations of questions because there had 

not been a centralized training of the enumerators.  

 

A marathon training of trainer had been conducted for the 3 

M and A Officers when they joined, who in turn gave a 

marathon training to their assistants and enumerators in the 

different offices 

CHALLENGES - INTERNAL 
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Poor Data 

Quality  

As a result of marathon training of enumerators in general; 

translation challenges, in particular, were encountered.  

 

The ambitious task of using common tools across three 

locations (with different languages) meant the tools had to 

be translated 3 times (Cebuano, Tacloban Waray and 

Samar Waray) – naturally meaning was lost in some cases, 

affecting the quality of the responses.  

Review of 

findings/meanin

gful use of data 

While the M and A team worked hard to produce reports on 

time and share findings, getting time to review the findings 

in detail with the program teams given other competing 

demands was a challenge. 

 

The data has been largely used in donor reports; and an 

internal meta analysis is in progress to compare and share 

learning across sites. The challenge with this is how do we 

compare across sites given different CTP were used in the 

different areas? 

CHALLENGES - INTERNAL 



EARLY RECOVERY PHASE- WHAT WE 

HAVE/ARE GOING TO DO 

DIFFERENTLY 
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CORE INDICATORS FOR CTP 

IMPACT 

• Change in 
income 
sources of the 
household 

OUTCOME 

• Number of 
households 
able to repay 
part of their 
debts  

• Number of 
households 
with access to 
credit 

• Number of 
households 
able to replace 
their assets 
lost during the 
crisis/disaster 

 

OUTPUT 

• Number of 
people/househ
olds assisted 
with cash 
transfer 

• Number of 
cash transfer 
distributions/ro
unds organised 

PROCESS 

• Quantity of 
cash/vouchers 
distributed (by 
type) 

• Number of  
partners 
supporting the 
cash transfer 
(by type) 
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IMPROVED PROCESSES 

Data Analysis and Review 

Periodic moments for data review and analysis- what is the data telling us 
about our programs?  

Learning review per program area – what is working well and why?  

Data Quality 

Shift to mobile data 
collection; cut out data entry 

errors 

Use Mobenzi Research 
Console for creating Mobile 

Surveys 

Extensive training of 
enumerators on PDAs and 

tools  
Avoid ambiguous questions FGDs for data triangulation 

Planning 

Revised Cash Based 
Intervention PDM tool 

Stratified random sampling for  at 
municipal level- 4 Barangays – e.g 
Coastal, inland, Urban /poblacion 

and rural 

Wider Consultation Process 
Planned and Structured Enumerator 

Training 
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POTENTIAL CHALLENGES 
Teething problems on using PDAs for data collection  

 

Baseline against which to monitor changes in income? We have planned a 

“baseline” survey for the new set of core indicators, but genuine/representative 

will that be given there are still a number of cash transfers going on?  

 

Accurate income and expenditure data – is self reporting the best way to collect 

this?  

 

Limited secondary data sources against which to triangulate findings- is there 

anyone else ( government actors/UN etc?) routinely collecting income and 

expenditure data? 
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OTHER IDEAS/SUGGESTIONS 

Use of cash diaries- a form of self monitoring. The idea is for 

beneficiaries of larger cash grants to keep a diary on their 

income and expenditure. Diaries are then collected 

fortnightly/monthly and income and expenditure trends 

analyzed. 



THE END 

 

 


